Sec. 10. - Land description.
The corporate boundaries of the city shall be as follows: from the East end of the Seven Mile Bridge (approximately Mile Marker 47) to the West end of the Tom’s Harbor Bridge (approximately Mile Marker 60), including, but not limited to, the entire islands of Knight Key; Hog Key; Vaca Key; Stirrup Key; Boot Key; Crawl Key; East Sister's Island; West Sister's Island; Fat Deer Key; Long Point Key; Deer Key; Little Deer Key; Little Crawl Key; Grassy Key; the unincorporated areas of Monroe County commonly known as Marathon and Coco Plum; all land filled in between the islands, including all islands connected by U.S. 1, Overseas Highway and roadways connecting thereto; and all adjacent islands not connected by roadways within the boundaries of Monroe County between Mile Marker 47 and Mile marker 60, specifically excluding all areas within the boundaries of the City of Key Colony Beach, all of the above being within the boundaries of Monroe County, Florida.